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Abstract

Because of the limitations of the fabrication technology, many specialized hardwares are
purposed for energy efficiency and performance. Unlike the traditional Von Neumann ma-
chine, the specialized hardwares focus on the integration of large scope execution, which often
requires the cooperation of software and microarchitecture support to work. Unlike the spe-
cialized nature of previous work, we developed a generalized in-core hardware, Dynamical
Synthesized Execution Resources, to broaden the intuition of specialized hardware. In this
work, we define the microarchitecture of the DySER. We also discuss the interface to integrate
the DySER into a basic in-order SPARC-like pipeline or a out-of-order Intel Nehalem-like
pipeline. In addition, we describe some corner cases which would become problematic in the
Dynamic Synthesis Execution (DySE) model.

1 Introduction

With technology scaling, designers are able to add more and more components in future mi-
croprocessors. While the power efficiency of these components becomes a concern, specialization
in hardware provides a solution to improving performance energy-efficiently. Related works as
VEAL [3, 5, 2] have explored this area, but the target of specialization is limited. On the other
hand, the Dynamically Synthesized Execution (DySE) [6] finds the application phases, specializes
a co-designed hardware to execute application phases in an energy-efficient way.

To find the proper application phases to be specialized in hardware, DySE model first repre-
sents application into path-trees. A Path-tree is a rooted tree with basic blocks as its vertices and
represents a collection of paths (acyclic execution traces of basic blocks) starting at the root of the
path-tree. The path-tree construction is similar to hyperblocks [4]. Next, through profiling, the
most frequently executed paths in path-tree can be found as specializing target. The compiler then
slices these paths into load (executed in normal pipeline) and computational slices (executed in spe-
cialized hardware), configure a hardware substrate to synthesize one special datapath, and finally
execute them. The hardware substrate in DySE is referred to as Dynamically Synthesized Execu-
tion Resource (DySER) blocks. The DySER block is integrated into a processor core pipeline as a
execution unit. A DySER block is a heterogenous array of bare computation units interconnected
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Signal Name Src/Target Unit Notes
Input Signals

d in 0[33:0] to d in 34[33:0] from input 32 bit data, with 1 valid bit
at [0] and 1 bit ready at [1]

c in 0[33:0] to c in 26[33:0] from output 1 bit credit
clk from clock
rst from reset

Output Signals
d in 0[33:0] to d in 26[33:0] to output 32 bit data, with 1 valid bit

at [0] and 1 bit ready at [1]
c in 0[32:0] to c in 34[32:0] to input 1 bit credit

Table 1: DySER interface signals

with a circuit-switched mesh network. In DySER, everything except the computation units is re-
moved from the commonly executed hardware path, and DySER block contains no storage or any
other overhead resources. From above, DySER block provides an energy efficient way to execute
sliced application.

This document describes design specification of the DySER. The DySER is the hardware re-
source for Dynamic Synthesis Execution (DySE) model[6]. In the DySE model, the DySER is
responsible for executing the computational slices of a program. Basically, the DySER is con-
structed by functional units and switches. The DySER size can be varied to adjust for different
hardware budget; however, we use 8x8 functional unit array DySER block in this document. The
reminder of the report is organized as following. The Section 2 defines the architecture of DySER.
The Section 3 illustrates the DySER configuration flow. The Section 4 provides the description
of the interface, and section 5 explain the core of this work: how a DySER block can be inte-
grated into a processor pipeline. We use a simple in-order Niagara pipeline and an out-of-order
Nehalem-like pipeline as examples. The section 6 is the conclusion and future work.

2 DySER Architecture

A DySER contains has two child-structure, which are tile fabric and edge fabric.
The Tile fabric contains the tile arrays. In the tile arrays, 1 functional unit and 1 switch compose
one tile. The edge fabric contains switch arrays, which warp the functional unit interface. The
switches in the edge fabric and the tile fabric are identical; they are responsible for synthesizing
the execution data path of computation slice. The functional unit in tile is the basic computation
element in DySER. We explain the detail of functional and switch in the following sections.

2.1 Interface

The interface signals of the DySER block are listed as Table 1. An 8x8 DySER has 35 input
and 27 output channels; each channel has one 1 data and 1 credit port. The I/O ports are explicitly
exposed to compiler.
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Figure 1: A DySER block

2.2 Internal Structures

The DySER architecture is depicted as Figure 1. Two submodules are further described in
following section.

2.2.1 Edge Fabric

The DySER switches compose the DySER Edge fabric. In a 8x8 DySER, the edge fabric
contains 9 + 8 = 17 switches. These switches and are responsible for forming routes and passing
data to the functionals in edge DySER tiles. Each switch takes data from 5 different directions,
and passes it to 8 possible output directions. The switch module used in edge fabric is identical to
the switches in DySER tile, as depicted in Figure 4.

Switch Interface The interface signals of a switch are listed in Table 2

Internal Structures A DySER switch includes the following:

• group of multiplexer, flip-flop and finite state machine

• decoder for credit path

The DySER switch has 8 multiplexers for 8 different outputs. Each multiplexer is accompanied
by one flip-flop and one finite state machine.

Based on credit-based flow control, the FSM takes two inputs: ready with data, and credit from
downstream stage. When credit is 1, the FSM check the output of flip-flop to see if the ready bit is
set. If the data is ready, the FSM pass the credit upstream, send a ready to next stage informing the
data is coming, and wait for next credit.
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Signal Name Src/Target Unit Notes
Input Signals

d in N[33:0] from north neighbor switch
d in E[33:0] from east neighbor switch
d in W[33:0] from west neighbor switch
d in S[33:0] from south neighbor switch 32 bit data, 1 bit valid ([0])
d in NW[33:0] from northwest neighbor functional unit and 1 bit ready([1])
c in N from north neighbor switch
c in E from east neighbor switch
c in W from west neighbor switch
c in S from south neighbor switch
c in NW from northwest neighbor switch
c in NE from northeast neighbor switch
c in SW from southwest neighbor switch
c in SE from southeast neighbor switch 1 bit credit signal
clk from clock
conf [23:0] from configure for each output, select correct

signal from 5 input direction
Output Signals

d out N[33:0] to north neighbor switch
d out E[33:0] to east neighbor switch
d out W[33:0] to west neighbor switch
d out S[33:0] to south neighbor switch
d out NW[33:0] to northwest neighbor switch
d out NE[33:0] to northeast neighbor switch
d out SW[33:0] to southwest neighbor switch 32 bit data, 1 bit valid ([0])
d out SE[33:0] to southeast neighbor switch and 1 bit ready([1])
c out N to north neighbor switch
c out E to east neighbor switch
c out W to west neighbor switch
c out S to south neighbor switch
c out NW to northwest neighbor functional unit credit signal

Table 2: Switch interface signals
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Figure 2: State Diagram

When current stage has no credit but an incoming ready data, the FSM changes state to ready/no
credit, close the flip-fliop, and wait for a credit to send data. A state diagram is shown in Figure 2.
(The done signal is always 1 in switch, since there is no processing unit in it.)

The FSMs in switch are identical to the FSMs in functional unit. The last component in switch
is a decoder, which takes 24 bits control signal and 8 different credit signal from 8 different output
direction, decode them and generate 5 different credit signals to 5 input directions.

2.2.2 Tile Fabric

The DySER tiles are the basic element in tile Fabric. As Figure 3, a tile has 9 input channels
and 5 output channels; each data input is marked in red. The detail structure of a tile is depicted in
Figure 4. In a tile, 1 switch takes the output of the functional unit. The switch is identical with the
switch in edge fabric.

Functional units are responsible for computing data. It takes data from the switch in surrounding
tiles, and pass data to southeast switch in tile. Each functional unit has only one output. The
functional unit may not have only one function; hence, additional operation code is needed (2 bits
is reserved for op code). A DySER tile connects to 6 different neighbor tiles. The 6 directions are
northwest, north, east, southeast, south, and west. The input channels are: one for northwest, and
2 for each of other 4 directions. The output channels are: one for southeast, and 1 for each other 4
directions.

A channel stands for 33 bit inputs of data, ready, valid, and output of 1 bit credit.

Functional Unit Interface The interface signals of functional unit are listed as Table 3.

Internal Structures Internal structures of a functional unit includes:
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Figure 4: Detail tile internal structures

• group of multiplexer, flip-flop and finite state machine

• computational logic

• decoder for credit/credit path

As switch, a functional unit has multiplexers with flip-flops to selecting inputs. Each flip-flop
is controlled by one finite state machine. The computational logic in the functional unit needs the
clock signal and is synchronized. For multiple cycle computation logic, ready signal passes each
stage of computation logic. The done signal to the FSM is generated after the ready signal is seen
at the output stage of the computational logic.

At the end of computation, the FSM at output stage generates ready and credit signals. Decoder
then passes the credit to upstream, and the output data goes downstream with ready signal, there-
fore continuing pipeline flow. Unlike switches, decoders in functional unit have to generate credit
signal to 4 different output directions.

3 Configure Mechanism

All DySER functional units and switches are controlled by configure registers. As shown in
Figure 5, a configure register has its input attached to a switch, and controls a tile or an edge switch.
When a configure signal is received, the DySER block turns into configure mode. All configure
registers are now enabled to take new values. After all configure registers are set, DySER is then
back to normal mode. Since we do not have to change information inside configure registers when
computing in normal mode, we only have to set control in a separated configure mode.

In configure mode, the functional units and the switches cannot be controlled by configure reg-
isters. Instead, all switches and tiles are controlled by pre-defined hard code to from ”configure
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Signal Name Src/Target Unit Notes
Input Signals

d in NW[33:0] from northwest neighbor switch
d in NE[33:0] from northeast neighbor switch
d in SW[33:0] from southwest neighbor switch 32 bit data, 1 bit valid ([0])
d in SE[33:0] from southeast neighbor switch and 1 bit ready([1])
c in SE from southeast neighbor switch 1 bit credit signal received from next stage
clk from clock
conf [5:0] from configure For 12 different input combinations

and 4 different functions
Output Signals

out[33:0] to southeast neighbor functional unit 32 bit data, 1 bit valid ([0])
and 1 bit ready([1])

c out NW credit to northwest neighbor switch
c out NE credit to northeast neighbor switch
c out SW credit to southwest neighbor switch
c out SE credit to southeast neighbor switch 1 bit credit signal

Table 3: Functional Unit signals
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Figure 5: Configure Registers

paths”. The intuition is to reuse the exited data path we have to fill the configure registers. By con-
structing configure path, data from inputs can travel across all switches and the configure registers
attached on it.

We design the configure path as Figure 5. The configure data comes from input interface, and
consumed by the switches in the edge fabric. The gray and black lines across the switches represent
the configure paths. Each configure path uses an input port, and go through either one row or one
column. When data pass a switch, the configure register control logic check the location tag to see
if it matches. A configure register is closed after consume the data for its location.

One configure path to have at most 5 registers, thus, we need only 3 bit for location tag. As
mentioned before, datapath in DySER has 32 bit data, 1 bit ready, and 1 bit valid. Because the
invalid bits (which is for squash and control flow) is not used in configure mode, we have 29 +
1 bit to deliver configure information. This number fits to the 24 (switch) + 6 (functional unit)
requirement.
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4 DySER I/O Interface

In this section we describe how the DySER input and output interface work when integrated in
a processor pipeline. Roll-back mechanism is also discussed in the end of the section.

4.1 DySER Input Buffers

The DySER is stateless, and has to consume the input in-order. Between the processor pipeline
and the DySER is the DySER input buffers. The logical view of the DySER input buffers is shown
in Figure 6. Each input buffer entry stores data with 2 state bit. The 4 possible states of an input
buffer entry are: ready, invalid, busy, and empty

The ready state indicates that input data is ready for the DySER to consume.
The invalid state indicates that this data is ready to be consumed, while in fact it is an invalid

data. The invalid data will be discarded either by the DySER itself or the allocator.
The busy state indicates given input is issued, but delayed by a cache miss. The data should not

be consumed until the state changes.
The empty state indicates there is no data. No consumption is needed.
There are two global registers point to each input buffer to record the current invocation entry

and the latest invocation entry, which are used for squash and roll-back.
The DySER input port checks the states of the current (invocation) entry. When state is ready

or invalid, the data is consumed and the DySER input port checks the next entry, until reaching the
latest (invocation) entry.
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4.2 Allocator and Commit File

The allocator is a state machine with a counter and a FIFO queue, which keeps the issued
dyser commit or abort log. When an output is seen at DySER output port, the counter is increased.
When the commit counter reaches the number of the data to be committed, the allocator starts to
commit data if there is an issued dyser commit or to abort if it there is an abort in queue.

The information needed for committing data from each DySER output port is stored in commit
file during the DySER configuration time. A commit file entry contains either of the following
information: 1. Output port #, target register 2. Output port #, address output port #. The second
case is used when a memory address is calculated in DySER.

When a dyser commit is read, the allocator reads the commit file entry, and sends a ready signal
to the given DySER output port. The DySER output port will pop the data out. The allocator sends
the message to processor bus or memory order buffer. When current commit queue entry is an
abort, the allocator will send ready to DySER without informing register or memory. Thus, the
data is discarded.

When all data are committed, the allocator sends a signal to increase the global current invoca-
tion register in DySER input buffer.
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5 DySER Integration

5.1 In-Order Pipeline

In this section we describe how DySER block is integrated into an in-order (sparc) pipeline.
The data path is as following Figure 8 The components added into pipeline are: 1) DySER block,
2) Input Buffer, 3) Commit File, and 4) Allocator. In this section, we describe the detail execution
flow with each dyser instruction:

5.1.1 dyser regmove and dyser load

In register move, write buffers consume data from register file and then feed to the DySER. The
DySER uses credit bits to communicate with write buffer. When the execution flow is blocked in
DySER, write buffer will not receive credit from DySER ports, and hence keep the data in buffer.
When the write buffer is full, a busy signal is sent to pipeline and causes stall.

Loads read from data cache and write to write buffer with same mechanism.
Register move from DySER to register is described later.

5.1.2 dyser store

dyser store instruction is sent to the allocator. When data cache port is available, the allocator
reads data and writes to the data cache. The allocator also checks corresponding commit file entry
and marks it as committed. When the data cache is busy or requested DySER output port has no
ready data, the allocator stalls and the data cache blocks any subsequent writes from processor
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pipeline to keep writes in-order.
dyser regmove from DySER to processor is the same as store, except it writes data to register

file.

5.1.3 dyser init

All configure information is written into memory and pre-fetched into the instruction cache.
dyser init trun the DySER block into configure mode, read the configure information from ad-
ditional instruction cache output port, and sends configure data to either 1) write buffers and 2)
commit file based on information header. The DySER path construction information is read by
write buffers and then feed to DySER. The DySER commit information is sent to commit file.

5.1.4 dyser commit

In dyser commit, allocator reads data from DySER, writes to general-purpose registers or mem-
ory based on information stored in commit file.

5.2 Out-of-Order Pipeline

In this section we describe how a DySER block is integrated into an out-of-order (Nehalem-
like) pipeline. The data path is as Figure 9. Generally speaking, each DySE component behaves
the same as in in-order pipeline. However, we put more emphasis on the state bit in input buffer.
Since the DySER is stateless, the execution states are recorded in state bits. Through the state bits,
we implement mis-prediction squash and roll-back scheme in out-of-order pipeline.

5.2.1 Execution Flow in Out-of-Order Pipeline

Consider following Load slice sequennce from example program:

1 / / I n v o k e i
2 . . .
3 . . .
4 LD [ node +8 ] , r i g h t
5 d y s e r r e g m o v e r i g h t , D5
6 CMP r i g h t , 0
7 d y s e r l o a d [ n e x t ] ,M0
8 dyse r commi t / / commit a l l p o r t s based on i n f o r m a t i o n i n commit f i l e
9 / / i n v o k e i +1

10 CMP node , 0
11 d y s e r r e g m o v e index , D1
12 d y s e r r e g m o v e pa th , D2
13 d y s e r r e g m o v e s u m d i s t s q , D3
14 . . . .
15 . . . .

Next, in reservation station, we assume all previous instructions are freed:
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RS
EXE0: dyser regmove right, D5
EXE1: CMP right, 0
EXE2: CMP node 0
LD: LD [node+8], right
ST: –
DySER commit: Commit

Input Buffer (only state shown)
Port # D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 M0
entry 1 R R R R
entry 2

In cycle 0, LD unit is busy in excuting LD [node+8], right, the input buffer records this with
state busy (B). Next load instruction dyser load [next],M0 hence waits in reorder buffer. Next, in
cycle 1, we assume all the execution unit is done and freed.

RS
EXE0: Free
EXE1: Free
EXE2: Free
LD: Free
ST: –
DySER commit: ( commit stay in queue)

Input Buffer (only state shown)
Port # D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 M0
entry 1 R R R R R B
entry 2

The DySER commit will stay in the allocator because there are no ready value at DySER output
(wait for dyser load at M0) In this cycle, the DySER input buffer at port M0 sets the state bit to
busy. On the other hand, the input buffer at port D5 receives data from execution unit and sets the
state bit to ready (R for ready, blank for empty), informing the DySER input port to consume data.
Next, in cycle 2, 4 instructions are issued and memory operation are done:

RS
EXE0: dyser regmove index, D1
EXE1: dyser regmove path, D2
EXE2: dyser regmove

sum dist sq, D3
LD: Freed
ST: –
DySER commit:

Input Buffer (only state shown)
Port # D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 M0
entry 1 R R R R R R
entry 2

At the next cycle (cycle 5), the execution unit will be freed and data from register file will reach
the DySER block. In log structure, state bits of M0 of invoke i and D1, D2, D3 from invoke i+1
are set. Global current invoke pointer is then set to entry i+1. From above, we have shown an
out-of-order execution.

Input Buffer: current entry to 2
Port # D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 M0
entry 1 R R R R R R
entry 2 R R R

12



5.2.2 Branch Misprediction

If a branch is mispredicted, all current ready data should not be written into architecture state.
In the example program, misprediction could be dectected after D5 is sent to the DySER block.
When mispredicted, each input buffer receives an abort signal to switch into squash mode, and
starts to check from current invocation to latest invocation. If there is no ready data value in the
buffer, the input buffer set the entry to be invalid, signals DySER input port to consume garbage
data and finish given invocation with invalid value. The allocator will then receive corresponding
number of aborts (= latest - current) to abort all invalid invocations.

Assume entry 2 is mispredicted, and current entry is entry1:

Input Buffer: current: 1, latest: 2
Port # D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 M0
entry 1 R R R R R
entry 2 R R R
entry 3

After set abort (A), the input buffer will become:

Input Buffer: current: 1, latest: 2
Port # D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 M0
entry 1 R R R R R A
entry 2 R R R A A A
entry 3

5.2.3 Roll-Back

After squash, we assert a signal to input buffer to enter roll-back mode. Each input port will
check from current invocation to latest invocation and re-inject ready data as well as clear abort
bit to empty. After done, the DySER input port is back to normal mode, and starts from current
invocation entry to consumer data again.

6 Related Work

6.1 VEAL: Virtualized Execution Accelerator for Loops

DySER blocks have similarities to loop accelerators like VEAL[3, 5, 2]. VEAL presents the
design of a novel loop accelerator architecture. VEAL design can obtain average speedup up to
2.6X across the benchmark suite they used. This generalized loop accelerator provides a quan-
titative analysis of the tradeoffs involved with adding each execution resource to the accelerator.
Additionally, this design helps gauge the static/dynamic tradeoffs in modulo scheduling, the state-
of-the-art software pipelining heuristic for scheduling loops, to target an LA. This ensures VEAL
is broad enough to accelerate many different applications. VEAL is more general than DySE in
its hybrid static-dynamic approach, which addresses binary compatability. However, the key dif-
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ference is that VEAL is totally limited to innermost loops and does not explicitly target a diverse
application domain like DySE. While we use mesh interconnect structure in DySER block, the
loop accelerator unit in VEAL is still employing the register files and keeping memory accessing
in the computation stage. Although it uses multiple data stream fetching to hide memory stall, these
operations introduce the additional hardware overhead. Combined with the translation overhead
caused by dynamically translation to provide architectural independence, VEAL cannot achieve
as good performance as DySE structure. The benchmark suites in VEAL papers are smaller than
benchmarks as in PARSEC suite. The purposed loop accelerators are configured as static datapath,
and no re-configure can be done in run-time. These loop accelerators are also modeled as central-
ized unit. Since it targets only innermost loops, the benefit of having multiple instances of loop
accelerators is limited.

6.2 TRIPS

TRIPS [1] focuses on the instantiation of a new instruction set architecture and has several
features: higher concurrency, more power-efficiency, and richer ISA to compiler interface. In
TRIPS, block atomic execution is used. Codes are compiled into block, and a block will be mapped
on an array of execution nodes. One core of TRIPS architecture consists of these execution array
and memory banks. The compiler will construct a dataflow graph, scheduled instructions onto
execution node array. This process is similar with DySE approach.

The DySE and TRIPS both try to relief the overhead on instructions. In TRIPS the data is flow
through node without many register read and writes. Issuing instructions with flow graph also
allows more instruction level parallelism.On major difference between TRIPS and DySE is that
DySE tries to run target instruction block Statically. Every TRIPS code block is scheduling based
on current load and availability of TRIPS core, but DySER functional units does not have either
load or availability concept. In DySER, there is no packet communication overhead. Furthermore,
seeing DySER block a bare execution unit, DySE model re-use scheduling on DySER block to
do computation efficiently. Having a different ISA, TRIPS handle both regular and irregular cases
by efficient local communication and dataflow-driven activation for execution for data level par-
allelism. For thread-level parallelism, TRIPS shows capability by allocating blocks to different
threads. This approach is more like a multi-threaded approach on a single large dataflow machine.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Architectural techniques to improve performance without degrading energy efficiency are re-
quired due to slowing device-level energy improvements. Hardware specialization can help ad-
dress this problem. In this report, we throughly demonstrate the DySER architecture, how the
datapaths can be synthesized on a DySER, and how the DySER works as a pure execution unit
of conventional Von Neumann machine. Along with this report, we have implemented a Verilog
prototype of the DySER. In the near future, we aim on bringing a FPGA prototype of DySER inte-
grated into the OpenSPARC microprocessor. In all, we believe that more details and implications
can be discussed with a full FPGA implementation, and hence strengthen the notion that DySER
model is practical and efficient.
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